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All US Macro figures last week were around expectations with

only the jobless claim much better.

The global daily flights are at 55% of 2019 for the same time of

the year with China at 100%+ and the USA at 65-70%. Europe is

lagging at 35-40%. Whereas the Reproduction rate of the virus

in February was below 1 at 0.86 , it is now at 1.07 globally.

Global increased mobility and new more contagious variants

may explain this.

Europe seems to be at the eve of a new series of lockdowns

with Germany and the UK threatening to put France in red zone.

Boris Johnson at the eve of Easter holidays wants to force UK

residents to stay at home, imposing a £5000 fine to households

travelling for non-essential reasons. The US have also warned

about cruises this summer. Airlines and Cruise companies took a

hit last week having in our opinion recovered too fast.

The big macro event of the week is the Giant EVERGREEN

container ship blocking the Suez canal. We asked our three

shipping experts (See our board ) what they thought. They see

some day rates expansion for a few weeks as some ships having

to go the long way around the cape. Although 10% of the oil

and gas of the World goes through the Canal, We have not seen

yet major disruption to the commodity trade.

The Chinese economy has been very good in Q1 and the USA

will have probably reached 200 million vaccinations by mid April.

Interest rates are for the time being tightly range bound and the

stock market seems to have nowhere to go at the time being.

The global market scores hit our market alert threshold early last

week (below 30) as all sectors of the market were hit hard until

Wednesday. They found the strength to rebound in the second

part of the week.

The Russell 2000 was the most hit and experienced the biggest

rebound, thanks to financials, industrials and Oil & Gas. The

Green energy could not manage to rebound for now and

remains vulnerable.

Big cap seem the place to be after the selloff of last week, either

in the US or Europe. Scores in Green energy suggest a contrarian

stance as the current levels might be interesting to buy especially

before President Biden disclose the Infrastructure plan on

Wednesday.

Buy yes, but caution seem appropriate as the volatility of last

week did not dissipate and should be excited even more by the

Archegos margin calls effects that have not completely been

displayed yet. This and the fact that technically the upward move

seems still weak for a lot of stocks.
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Performance

VGE SPGTCE

NAV 133.8699 1458.28

Perf Itd 33.87% 71.36%

Perf Ytd -7.90% -23.38%

Perf Mtd 0.46% -11.53%

Long/Short Ratio 

Sector Breakdown

Investment Strategy

Cumulative Net Return

Comment

Country Breakdown

Vulcain Green Energy 

Long/Short

The Vulcain LS Green pursues a stock picking approach complemented

by AI led quant algorithms and a macro-overlay. We own between 30

and 40 stocks focusing on the whole “green” value chain from metals

and copper cables to rare earths and silver used in electrical

components , from oil services companies using their assets to build

wind farms to solar and hydrogen. We pay a lot of attention to value

and avoid the high PE, P/SALES momentum plays like PLUG POWER or

SUNRUN.

The EU had good news for the gas industry saying it was quasi green.
This is bullish for the LNG industry and for the gas altogether. We think
that a mix 30/70 hydrogen gas could be the mix of the future. This
reinforces our belief that oil engineers like TECHNIP or
SCHLUMBERGER are very well placed to benefit from the carbon
capture revolution and the production of blue hydrogen.

The Biden administration is working on a 2.5 to 3 $ trillion plan for
Green and infrastructures. This is quite a plan and good news for the
sector, but it should face a lot of hurdles from the Republicans, and we
think it is unlikely to be adopted before Q4 2021. Since a lot of stocks
have discounted the best and the P/E ratios of the US green universe
are quite high given the uncertain interest rates environment, the
volatility of the sector is probably going to stay very high.
In this environment, we had a quite reasonable Q1 so far. We are down
7.9% YTD vs the SPX Clean index down 18.6% and Solar down 14.4% .
We are flat this month in a green market down next to 11%.

The recent upsurge of China/US tensions and the threat of the
delisting of Chinese equities has led us to decrease our holdings in
JKS, DQ although we stay very positive fundamentally. We have
increased our exposure to wind adding more CFE and ACKERMANS in
the Wind Vessel Installation segment.
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Vulcain Global Oil & Gas

Long/Short

Industry Breakdown

Country Breakdown

Performance

Long/Short Ratio 

The Oil and Gas AMC pursues a stock picking approach

complemented by AI led algorithms and a macro-overlay. We maintain

a 160% gross exposure on average with a 60% net long position . We

hold generally 30 to 36 stocks across all oil and oil services sub

segments globally. Our goal is to outperform the MSCI Energy with a

much lower volatility.

Investment Strategy

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

GO MSCIE SXEP

NAV 104.7046 159.3941 301.394

Perf Itd 4.70% 17.39% 4.45%

Perf Ytd 3.12% 23.43% 5.33%

Perf Mtd 0.06% 4.47% -0.11%
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The oil price has sold off in March from a peak of $71 to $64. Next

OPEC meeting is in May, the consensus is for an extension of the

former decisions. A maximum of 2.5 million barrels per day could be

added by year end. We still see an average of $70-75 per barrel for H2

2021. The utilization rate of refineries in the US has increased to 81%

from 76%, leading to a build of 3 million barrels of distillates. The

balance of crude-built vs the Cushing draw was 0. The number of new

rigs increased by 8 and a total of 83 frac teams completing DUCs are

active. The oil production is stable at 11 million barrels/day in the USA

vs 13 in 2019 and we do not see a major increase of shale for 2021.

The Mozambique deadly attack where the TOTAL and EXXON mega

gas projects are located will induce delays if not cancellations. If China

wants to achieve its coal/gas switch by 2040, many “Mozambique type

projects” have to be completed in time and this can only induce

tightness for the gas market in the medium term.

Our AMC had a good week in a volatile environment.

We have increased tankers to play the uptight market caused by the

Suez canal incident and the forthcoming good supply/offer equation in

H2 2021. We are up 1.43 % MTD and are roughly 60% exposed to the

market. We talked to a few E@P at the PARETO conference and a few

oil services at the Fearnleys conference, in particular TRANSOCEAN all

leading to a good level of optimism for H2 2021 and 2022. Most are

seeing a gap of supply between 5 to 10 million boe per day in

2023/2025 which is good for the oil price and exploration capex.
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Performance

Vulcain High Octane Bond

HOB BHY

NAV 116.554 1499.336

Perf Itd 16.55% 10.201%

Perf Ytd 3.947% -0.967%

Perf Mtd 0.92% -0.938%

The Vulcain High Octane Bond AMC reports a NAV at 116.554 for

March 24, 2021, in negative territory after 7 consecutive positive weeks.

The performance is down by 0.44%, in line with the benchmark Index.

During that same period, the Brent dropped by 6.7%, which confirms

our view that, as long as the all-curve trades above the 60$, the Oil and

Gas credit space is well supported by lower default risk and better cash-

flow visibility. Year-to-Date, we are UP by 3.95% and outperform the

benchmark Index.

We had the chance to participate to the e-conference of Pareto

Securities last week. We discussed with many of the issuers in the

certificate and were positively surprised by their general optimism.

Whether we discussed with E&P players, like DNO; or oil services

companies, like Transocean, there is confidence for the future outcome

of the industry, and we believe it is a question of weeks, maximum

months, until the investor’s community will recognize that the yield

offered by B rated companies is very attractive in comparison of other

sectors.

We believe the AMC is very well built to keep enjoying this rally.

When we initiated the certificate, we were targeting an average 8%

return over 5-years. We may have to uplift our scenario and target a

double-digit return for the next 3-years.

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

The Certificate is an actively managed certificate targeting a running

yield of 8% per annum by investing in High Yield corporate and/or

sovereign bonds of companies active in the Energy space. It will invest

a minimum of 80% B/BB/BBB rated bonds (or equivalent if not rated).

The Certificate is denominated in USD, but can invest in any other

currency, at the exception of emerging market currencies.

Investment Strategy

Currency Breakdown

Country Breakdown
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